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Welcome to Main Street
($MAINST)
Main Street’s Whitepaper aims to give a brief overview of the project. Explaining the concepts
deployed to help provide use-case/utility to the community. While showing how the team plans to
return value to its investors.
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WHO WE ARE

Our mission
Launching in June 2021, Main Street ($MAINST) is a deflationary token offered on the Binance
Smart Chain. A community-oriented, news/media aggregator utility working to cover an array of
blockchain topics. With the goal of connecting real investors with real projects. While also helping
quality crypto projects share their information with the global investment community through our
different media resources. Together we plan to produce and share information to create an
ecosystem that brings trust, fun, and reason to cryptocurrency.

USE-CASE/UTILITY

For Holders
As a media/news aggregator Main Street’s goal is to inform, educate, and share news with the
cryptoverse. Using its MainSt Journal and MainSt TV concepts alongside partner produced
content to create a media platform displaying educational, informative, and cautionary pieces. In
a space that relies on self/peer driven education while being riddled by advertisements and paid
promotions; Main Street will maintain its value and transparency driven vision to create a product
that can be trusted by its community. While returning them value through not only use-case, but
their monetary holdings.

For Partners
Main Street plans to utilize partner driven utilities to help build an ecosystem of real investors and
communities through a piggy-backing method. Drawing projects together to create a solid
foundation for success. It has been proven that success in emerging markets is far more likely
when working with your competitors, than against them. By bringing these projects and their
communities to a central hub, Main Street will be able to provide partners with promotions and a
space to market to real investors. Alongside the networking/contacts needed to be successful.

TOKENOMICS

Tax
$MAINST has a 10% tax that employs deflationary and redistributive mechanics. Having a fixed
token supply that decreases through a 5% Burn allocation on every buy/sell/transfer of tokens,
while also redistributing 3% directly into current holders wallets. The remaining 2% of the tax is
redistributed into the Marketing Wallet to supply funding for the growth and progression of Main
Street. No mint function in the contract ensures that token supply will never be inflated. Making
$MAINST a completely deflationary, value driven project tokenomically.



10% Tax on all Buy/Sell/Transfer
5% Burn
3% Immediately Redistributed to Holders
2% Marketing Wallet

Starting Supply/Wallet Allocations
500 Trillion $MAINST Tokens were minted at launch on June 30, 2021. 3% (15 Trillion Tokens)
were allocated to the development team, which will remain DX locked for one year. Main Streets
marketing wallet was also allocated 1% (5 Trillion Tokens) at launch.

BURN MECHANISMS

Scheduled
Main Street's deflationary tokenomics mean that its financial value is reliant on volume, burning of
supply, and redistribution to holders. To help provide a non-volume based reduction of supply
and ensure consistent value return to holders a timed burn schedule will be implemented. 50
Billion $MAINST will be burnt every Friday through the end of Q4 starting Nov. 12, 2021. This will
result in 3 Trillion tokens being removed from the supply over the course of that time period.

Main Street Money Monkeys
Main Street Money Monkey NFTs are a generative collection of unique pixel artworks that are
limited to a total amount of 2000 and created with unique generative attributes/traits. These
NFTs will supply their owners with passive rewards in the form of Apeswaps $BANANAS along
with acting as a buyback/burn mechanism for $MAINST Tokens. This will be done through
secondary sales royalties alongside a 2% profit redistribution from the $Banana Bag. View the full
whitepaper for a more thorough explanation of Money Monkeys by clicking here! (Coming
Soon)

Print-your-NFT.com
Print-your-NFT.com is an e-commerce shop powered by Main Street. Allowing users to customize
and order merchandise of their NFTs. A percentage of profits from the shop will be used as a
buyback/burn mechanism for $MAINST Tokens. Learn more about Print-your-NFT.com by visiting
the website here!

CLOSING STATEMENT

Team Statement
Main Street continues to push its growth through goals and a forward looking vision. Maintaining
a transparent project while providing value based utility to its holders will always remain a key
principle within the organization.

https://www.print-your-nft.com/
https://www.print-your-nft.com/


Links

🌐Website
https://www.buymainstreet.com

☎Telegram
https://t.me/buymainstreet

🐦Twitter
https://twitter.com/buymainstreet?s=21

📄Bscan
https://bscscan.com/token/0x8fc1a944c149762b6b578a06c0de2abd6b7d2b89

📌Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/Main_St/
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